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Ventilation effectiveness is an indicator of the quality of supply air distribution in ventilated rooms. It is
a representation of how well a considered space is ventilated compared to a perfect air mixing condition.
Depending on pollutant properties and source position relative to the airflow, ventilation effectiveness
can more or less successfully be used as an indicator of air quality and human exposure. This paper
presents an experimentally and numerically based study that examines the relationship between
ventilation effectiveness and particle concentration in typical indoor environments. The results show
that the relationship varies predominantly with airflow pattern and particle properties. Fine particles
(1 mm) follow the airflow pattern more strictly than coarse particles (7 mm), and the high ventilation
effectiveness indicates better removal of fine particles than coarse particles. When a ventilation system
provides high mixing in the space and ventilation effectiveness is close to one, particle sizes and source
location have a relatively small effect on particle concentration in the breathing zone. However, when the
supply air is short circuited and large stagnation zones exist within the space, the particle concentration
in the breathing zone varies with particle size, source location, and airflow pattern. Generally, the results
show that for fine particles (1 mm), increase of ventilation effectiveness reduces occupant exposure;
while for coarser particles (7 mm), source location and airflow around the pollutant source are the major
variables that affect human exposure.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Providing an adequate quantity of fresh air to an occupied space is
necessary for the dilution of indoor pollutant concentrations [1,2].
However, using building mechanical systems for pollutant dilution is
not free. Building mechanical systems use 1/3 to 1/2 of building
energy consumption, and a significant portion of this energy is used
for conditioning outdoor air [3,4]. Accordingly, increase of the fresh air
supply rate, as a single measure that reduces pollutant concentration,
does not seem to be an adequate exposure prevention strategy.

Other ways to reduce occupant exposure to indoor airborne
pollutants include controlling source emission, cleaning the air, and/
or improving ventilation effectiveness. Reduction of source emission
and cleaning the air are very effective ways to reduce exposure, but
they necessitate the identification of each emitter or the control
technology required for each type of source. These requirements are
not within the scope of this study. Another alternative is to improve
Rim), atila@mail.utexas.edu
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ventilation effectiveness. This can be achieved by: 1) reducing poorly
ventilated areas with stagnant air, 2) supplying fresh air to the
occupied zones in the space, and 3) effectively removing contami-
nants before they spread through the space. While the supply flow
rate of fresh air per unit space volume, defined as air changes per
hour (ACH), represents a quantitative measure of ventilation,
ventilation effectiveness is the qualitative counterpart of ventilation
system performance. Ventilation effectiveness is a simple air quality
indicator that can be used in both the building design phase and for
on-site application. As a measure of fresh air distribution in a space,
ventilation effectiveness depends on the indoor airflow pattern.
Chung and Hsu [5] show that ventilation effectiveness is significantly
influenced by the arrangement of inlet and outlet diffusers in the
room. The study also showed little correlation between ventilation
effectiveness and air exchange rate.

Ventilation effectiveness relates to both the dilution and removal
of indoor airborne contaminants as it determines how efficiently
supplied fresh air is distributed in the occupied space. Researchers
have used several indoor air quality indicators to evaluate the
effectiveness of ventilation in relation to pollution control in an
occupied space [5–9]. One of the most commonly used indicators in
the field is the air-change effectiveness [7,8,10]. This parameter
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describes the quality of supply air distribution in the space, based on
the spatial distribution of age-of-air. Age-of-air is defined as the time
elapsed from the moment that air enters the space and reaches the
considered location. The local value of age-of-air in a specific location
describes the freshness of air, and is directly correlated with the
airflow path. Air-change effectiveness is defined as the ratio of the
age-of-air for perfect mixing to the average age-of-air in a considered
zone [10]. Ventilation effectiveness thus characterizes how well the
occupied zone is ventilated compared with the perfect mixing
condition.

However, ventilation effectiveness does not consider the
pollution source position relative to the flow and occupants, and
pollutant source location in an occupied space can have noticeable
influences on the breathing zone concentration [11]. As a result,
previous studies examined the relationship between ventilation
effectiveness and occupant exposure with respect to a specific
contaminant source position [6,7]. Fisk et al. [6] found a correlation
between ventilation effectiveness and the removal of a passive and
spatially distributed gaseous pollutant at floor level. Novoselac and
Srebric [7] showed variation in the correlation between ventilation
effectiveness and the concentrations of gaseous contaminants in
the breathing plane for different emission source locations, i.e.
occupants, floor materials, and wall paintings. A recent study by
Pereira et al. [12] examined particles introduced into a space
through various ventilation systems: conventional ceiling, under-
floor, and split air distribution systems. The study showed that
particle concentration in the breathing zone significantly varies
with particle size and arrangement of inlet and outlet diffuser.
Taken together, the previous studies in the literature investigated
pollutant removal depending on emission source location and
ventilation characteristics.

Nevertheless, the majority of previous studies analyzed gaseous
types of pollutants which have different dynamics than particulate
matter [5–9,11]. Particle transport in a ventilated room is governed
by several factors including indoor particle source, infiltration of
outdoor particles through ventilation and building envelop, filtra-
tion, deposition onto building surfaces, and particle removal by
means of ventilation [13]. Particulate pollutants are as common as
gaseous pollutants in occupied spaces [14], and sometimes more
harmful for health [15]. Even though there have been studies on
particle transport associated with indoor airflow distribution [16–
21], very few explored the connection between commonly used
indoor air quality indicators and the indoor particle distribution.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether ventilation effec-
tiveness can be used as a practical air quality indicator for occupant
exposure to particles from indoor sources. The study examines the
correlation between the ventilation effectiveness and particle
concentration considering a) the whole room and b) the occupant
breathing plane, while varying the following parameters: 1) indoor
airflow patterns, 2) source location, and 3) particle size. Pereira et al.
[12] already analyzed the distribution of particles from various
ventilation systems, and therefore this study considers particles from
indoor sources.

Since the ventilation effectiveness is typically used in building
designs and performance analyses for different ventilation systems,
the outcome of this study should help researchers and building
designers find when and how much they can rely on ventilation
effectiveness as a parameter that reflects the control of particulate
pollution from indoor particle sources.

The study is based on a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
analysis validated with experimental measurements. The following
sections present the methods used in the study and the results from
the parametric analysis. The methods section includes a description
of the experimental validation and applied CFD modeling methods,
as well as a description of the parametric analysis. The results and
discussion section summarizes the validation results, presents the
results of the parametric analysis, and discusses the overall findings
of the study.
2. Methods

This study applied experimentally validated Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods and Lagrangian particle tracking
simulations to examine airflow distribution and particle transport.
Experimental measurements were conducted in a full scale envi-
ronmental chamber featuring a partitioned office space. This design
was chosen given that most office buildings use indoor partitions
and has complex multizone airflow through open doors and
between partition openings [5,17,18]. The chamber had ventilation
systems with a side air supply and exhaust openings and a heated
sidewall (window) which simulated typical non-isothermal
boundary conditions. In this characteristic environment with
supply-jet and buoyancy-driven flow tracer gas decay and particle
decay tests were conducted to develop validation data. In the
experiments, distributions of age-of-air and particle concentrations
were measured along with other airflow parameters and boundary
conditions (air speed, surface temperatures, and heat fluxes)
needed for the development and testing CFD and particle tracking
models. The measured data were used for the selection and
adjustment of critical CFD parameters necessary for accurate airflow
simulation and indoor particle transport analysis. In the subsequent
phase of the study, ventilation effectiveness and particle concen-
trations were simulated for 54 study cases with different sources
and ventilation conditions. The produced data set was used to test if
the correlation between ventilation effectiveness and indoor
particle concentration in the breathing plane of the room. This
correlation was tested for various airflow patterns, number of air
changes per hour (ACH), particle sizes, and particle source positions.
The correlation data provided the basis to evaluate whether venti-
lation effectiveness provides information about the magnitude of
exposure to indoor particles.
2.1. Validation of CFD and particle tracking models

Fig. 1a presents the experimental set-up for validation of the
CFD and particle tracking model. The measurements were con-
ducted in a 5.5 m� 4.5 m� 2.7 m (67 m3) environmental chamber.
A partition wall divided the chamber space into two zones. This
partition was introduced to produce internal airflow and particle
transport, and the goal was to create large gradients of age-of-air
and particle concentrations in the space (Fig. 1b). To achieve this
goal, the opening in the partition wall between the two zones was
reduced to a smaller area than utilized in typical partitioned spaces.
To lower the air mixing in the space, fresh air was supplied at 18 �C
into room air at approximately 24 �C using a low-momentum
supply diffuser (Fig. 1a). The mean velocity magnitude of the supply
air at the 0.53 m� 0.53 m diffuser was 0.1 m/s which provided an
air exchange rate of 1.5 h�1 and generated a vertical temperature
stratification in the space. Furthermore, to generate the airflow
typical in a window vicinity, the heated wall in Zone 2 of the test
chamber (Fig. 1a) generated a convective heat flux of 320 W, initi-
ating buoyancy-driven airflow near this wall. To measure the age-
of-air, a tracer gas decay method was used. Particle distribution
measurements were also conducted in conjunction with the decay
test. These measurements of temporal and spatial particle
concentration distribution in the test chamber provided sufficient
data to test and adjust detailed model parameters applied in
Lagrangian particle tracking models, which will be described in the
CFD and Particle Tracking Simulation Parameters section.



Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for CFD validation (a) and simulated distribution of age-of-air (b).
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2.1.1. Measurement of local age-of-air and particle concentration
Airflow velocity and temperature were measured at four loca-

tions in the chamber (L1, L2, L3, and L4 in Fig. 1a). At each location,
there were three to four sampling points in the vertical direction. At
each sampling point, a low velocity anemometer and a temperature
sensor measured air speed and temperature. Table 1 summarizes
the properties and accuracies of the measurements used in the
experiments.

Local age-of-air was measured by the step-down tracer gas test
at the three monitoring points (points: M1, M2, and M3 in Fig. 1a)
and at the exhaust. SF6 tracer gas was released into the chamber at
a rate of 45 L/min, and the two mixing fans dispersed the gas to
both zones in the space (Fig. 1). When a uniform and sufficiently
large concentration of tracer gas was achieved, the fans and tracer
gas injection were terminated. After this, tracer gas decay rate was
measured at the four monitoring points providing the data needed
for the age-of-air calculation. Based on the measurements of the
tracer gas decay, the local age-of-air at a monitoring location (Ai)
was calculated according to the ASHRAE Standard 129 [10]:

Ai ¼ Ds$Ci;avg=Ci;start (1)

Where: Ds¼ time period of tracer gas measurements,
Ci;avg ¼ averaged tracer gas concentration at location i during Ds,
Ci;start ¼ initial tracer gas concentration at location i.
Along with the tracer gas decay test, the particle decay was

measured at the same four monitoring positions. This particle decay
test provided data for the validation of particle tracking models. The
test also produced data for the comparison of particle and airflow
dynamics. Considering fluid and particle dynamics and air distri-
bution in indoor environments, the small particles (particle in range
of 1 mm) follow the air-stream more strictly than large particles
(particle in range of 7 mm) [22]. Inertial forces and particle deposi-
tion are more significant for large particles, and therefore, validation
Table 1
Instrumentation used in validation experiments.

Measurement Measuring technology/
Manufacturer and model

Detection
limit accuracy

Minimal
logging interval

Air velocity Omni-directional low-vel.
anemometer

0.05–5 m/s 0.02 s

Sensor Electronics, HT400 �0.02 m/s
Temperature Resistance (RTD) �10–50 �C 30 s

Sensor Electronics, HT400 0.3 �C
Tracer gas

(SF6)
Electron Capture Gas
Chromatograph

0.05–5 ppb 2 min

Lagus Applied Tech, Autotrac �3%
Coarse particles

(3.2 mm)
Optical Particle Counter 1/m3 30 s
TSI, Aerotrak 8220
cases with large particles are more challenging than validation cases
with small particles [19]. However, given that concentration
uniformity is much easier to achieve with small particles than with
large particles, the particle decay experiment with small particles is
more accurate than experiments with large particles. The particle
size of 3.2 mm was selected as a compromise between the accuracy
of the validation results and the relevancy of the validation case
considering the challenge for the particle tracking model.

During the test, the 3.2 mm Latex monodisperse particles were
injected by a Collison nebulizer into the space at the same location
as the SF6 tracer gas. Similar to the tracer gas experiment, mixing
fans were used to distribute the particles uniformly. When the
particle concentration in the chamber reached a significantly high
level (approximately 100 times larger than background concentra-
tion), the injection and fan operation stopped, and the particle decay
measurement began. Four optical particle counters (Table 1) posi-
tioned directly in the space measured the particle concentrations.
These particle concentration decay results along with the tracer gas
decay results were used to select the appropriate numerical simu-
lation parameters for the CFD model (turbulence model, grid reso-
lution, boundary conditions) and the Lagrangian particle tracking
parameters (particle diffusion model, time step, number of particles,
and particle deposition boundary conditions).

2.1.2. CFD and particle tracking simulation parameters
The experiments provided validation data as well as boundary

conditions for the CFD model. Parameters for the CFD boundary
conditions such as: diffuser supply velocity and turbulence inten-
sity, surface temperature, and convective heat flux were experi-
mentally measured in the test chamber. Airflow parameters such as
air velocity, temperature, and age-of-air distribution were used for
the validation of CFD results. When reasonable accuracy of the
velocity field was obtained, the particle tracking model was evalu-
ated in the following two steps. First, the CFD model sensitivity to
the number of particles and time step was investigated. Second, the
experimental and numerical results for different particle deposition
models were compared.

All the simulations were carried out using CFD software FLUENT
(2006) [23]. The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations were
used with the two equation turbulence model. Among the available
two equation turbulence models, the RNG k-3 model was selected
given its accurate prediction of turbulent indoor airflow in parti-
tioned spaces [24]. Airflow parameters were calculated based on the
Eulerian transport equations for steady-state boundary conditions.
CFD grid sensitivity analysis showed that for the test chamber model
a computation mesh with approximately 100,000 cells would
provide a grid independent solution for temperature, velocity and



Table 2
Simulated cases for the parametric analysis.

Air Supply Total ACH
(hr�1)

Internal
heating/
cooling
load (W)

Supply
air velocity
(m/s)

Supply air
temperature
(�C)

Supply
opening
area (m2)

Exhaust
area
(m2)

Floor
air supply

1.93 500 0.088 18 0.397 0.120
3.86 1000 0.175 18 0.397 0.120
7.72 2000 0.35 18 0.397 0.120

Ceiling
air supply

1.93 500 1.0 14 0.035 0.120
3.86 1000 2.0 14 0.035 0.120
7.72 2000 4.0 14 0.035 0.120

All-air
heating

1.93 �400 1.0 30 0.035 0.120
3.86 �800 2.0 30 0.035 0.120
7.72 �1600 4.0 30 0.035 0.120
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age-of-air field. Age-of-air distribution in the chamber was calcu-
lated with a method that uses a uniform tracer gas source [25]. This
method uses a constant and space-uniform emission of a small
amount of tracer gas into the room, and since the supply air does not
contain any tracer gas, the age-of-air in the space is inversely
proportional to the concentration of tracer gas [12]. The local age-of-
air (Ai) was calculated using the ratio of local concentration (Ci),
concentration at the exhaust (Cexh) and the age-of-air at the exhaust
which is inversely proportional to the number of air changes in the
space (Aexh¼ 1/ACH): Ai¼ Ci/(Cexh$ACH).

The unsteady Lagrangian transport model was used to calculate
the trajectories of particles by equating particle inertial force to
external forces acting on particles including gravitational, drag, lift,
Brownian, and thermophoretic force. The particle number sensi-
tivity analysis showed that the model with a uniform initial distri-
bution of 240,000 3.2 mm particles in the space performed well for
the 2 h particle decay analysis. The time step sensitivity analysis also
showed that a time step of 0.1 s was sufficiently small for tracking
the impact of turbulent airflow on particles. Given the very low
volume of injected particles compared to air in the room, a one-way
coupling (airflow field affects particle transport but not vice versa)
was employed. The mean particle trajectory was calculated based on
a time-averaged airflow field, whereas the stochastic particle
trajectory due to turbulent eddies was determined by ‘‘random walk
modeling’’. This turbulence dispersion modeling uses a Gaussian
probability distribution and a turbulence viscosity from CFD results
to simulate the impact of stochastic velocity fluctuation on the
particles diffusion.

When hitting a surface, particles either deposit to or rebound
from the surface of impact. For particles larger than 1 mm deposition
rate is considerably different for wall and floor surfaces. In this study
the deposition was considered only for the floor surfaces because for
particles larger than 1 mm, deposition velocity is 1–3 magnitudes
larger on floors surfaces than on wall and ceiling surfaces [20,26].
Due to this considerably lower deposition rate of considered parti-
cles on the side wall/ceiling surfaces compared to the floor surfaces,
rebound boundary conditions were used for the wall and the ceiling
surfaces, while analytical data obtained by Lai and Nazaroff [26]
were used for modeling of the more intensive deposition on floor
surfaces. This particle deposition models did not take into account
the influence of wall roughness on particle deposition, and there-
fore, the simulation results should be analyzed with caution as wall
surface material can have significant impact on the particle depo-
sition rate [27].

Particle deposition rate is a function of the particle size, and for
the 3.2 mm particles a previous study showed a deposition velocity of
approximately 0.1 cm/s for floor surface [26]. By adjusting the
threshold normal component velocity (Vy) in the layer adjacent to
the floor surface (for 3.2 mm particle �Vy< 0.1 cm/s rebound, or
�Vy> 0.1 cm/s deposit), the deposition velocity obtained by Lai and
Nazaroff [26] was integrated in the floor deposition model.

2.1.3. Validation procedure
Validation of the CFD simulation was conducted by comparing the

parameters from measurements with those from the simulations. For
the CFD and particle tracking models, simulation parameters were
selected based on measured boundary conditions, conducted sensi-
tivity analyses, and recommendations from previous studies [28,29].
The comparison between measurements and CFD simulations
included: temperature field, velocity magnitude, age-of-air distri-
bution, and particle concentration. Temperature and velocity distri-
butions from experiments and CFD were compared at 15 positions in
the room (Fig. 1a). The simulated and measured values forage-of-air
and the particle concentration were compared at the 4 monitoring
locations in the space. Since the number of particles used in the
simulation was several orders of magnitude smaller than the number
of particles injected during the experiment, the direct comparison
was not possible. Therefore, for each monitoring point, experimental
and particle tracking simulation results were compared using time-
integrated particle concentrations over a period of one hour
normalized by the time-integrated particle concentrations that
would occur in the case of uniform particle concentration with
perfect mixing in the space.

2.2. Simulation matrix for the study of ventilation effectiveness and
particle exposure

After the validation process, the CFD and particle tracking models
used in validation were modified to address a larger variety of indoor
environment scenarios. Geometry parameters were changed from
the validation geometry, and air supply parameters were adjusted
for several typical volume flow rates and airflow distribution
scenarios. Using simulation parameters that provided satisfactory
accuracy in the validation case, a total of 9 airflow simulation cases
were built with various geometries and airflow distribution rates
(Table 2). In each case, internal heating/cooling loads were achieved
by distributing convective heat loads along the object surfaces,
which included human simulators, computers, floor, ceiling, and
walls (Fig. 2).

For each of the cases, airflow and particle distribution were
analyzed taking into account different particle properties (sizes)
and source positions. Fig. 2 presents the simulated 4� 6� 2.7 m3

room geometry used in this parametric analysis. The variables
controlled for the parametric analysis are as follows:

- three ventilation strategies: floor air supply, ceiling air supply,
all-air heating

- three supply flow rates: 1.93 h�1, 3.85 h�1, 7.72 h�1

- three particle source locations: at floor, in thermal plume, close
to jet

- two particle sizes: 1 mm and 7 mm particles

Three ventilation strategies that generate significantly different
ventilation effectiveness were selected to examine typical air supply
patterns found in indoor environments: low-momentum cool air
supply at floor level, large momentum cool air supply close to ceiling,
and hot air supply close to ceiling. The low-momentum cool air
supplied at floor level (Fig. 2) generated the airflow pattern in a space
where the air is moved primarily by indoor heat sources, i.e. natural
convection flow. The large momentum ceiling supply (Fig. 2)
produced a forced convection flow, representing a mechanically
ventilated space. All-air heating was selected to represent the most
common ventilation system operation that provides poor ventilation
effectiveness [7]. With this system, warm air supplied at ceiling level
does not often reach the lower part of the space due to the



Fig. 2. Room geometry used in the CFD simulation with low-momentum floor supply,
large momentum wall supply, and air heating supply.
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temperature stratification. This causes short circuiting of the airflow
and air stagnation in the lower part of the occupied space. The three
analyzed supply flow rates were: 1.93, 3.85, and 7.72 h�1, and since
this study considers only space particle sources, the supply flow was
free of particles. Supply rates lower than 5 h�1 are typical of spaces in
residential and moderately occupied commercial buildings [30] as
well as for buildings with dedicated outdoor ventilation systems,
whereas rates larger than 5 h�1 are common for commercial build-
ings with large occupancies such as buildings with cubicle office
spaces. Considering these three air supply systems and three
different volumes flow rates, nine airflow distributions and corre-
sponding age-of-air distributions were calculated.

The three particle source positions were selected based on the
most common particle sources encountered in the indoor envi-
ronment. The injection of 240,000 particles at the source position
over a short period of time simulated a realistic emission of parti-
cles due to various human activities. The first source was located on
the flat surface 10 cm above the floor to simulate particles resus-
pended from floor surfaces by human action such as walking or
vacuuming [31]. The second particle source was located 1 m above
the ground in the vicinity of the heat source to mimic particle
transport associated with a buoyancy-driven thermal plume such
as cooking or smoking [32]. The third, so-called ‘‘momentum’’
source, was positioned in the breathing plane 1.1 m above the floor,
simulating aerosols expelled from coughing or sneezing [33,34].
Particle transformation processes such as evaporation or nucleation
were not considered, given that this study focused on the rela-
tionship between airflow pattern and particle transport.

For each source location, the transport of 1 and 7 mm particles
was simulated. The sizes of particles have a significant influence on
their distribution in ventilated rooms. The 1 mm particles are more
likely to follow the airflow path, while 7 mm particles are expected
to show more deviation from the airflow path and deposit on
surfaces much faster, given their larger relaxation time [35]. Due to
the coarse mesh, the calculation of a particle trajectory in the
vicinity of the surfaces can be very inaccurate, and the particle
tracking model in most of the cases over-predicts the particle
deposition [28]. Therefore, as in the validation of the CFD model,
particle deposition onto the floor surface was based on the exper-
imental values and procedure previously described at the end of
the CFD and Particle Tracking Simulation Parameters section. The
overall deposition rate in the room calculated by CFD was 0.36 h�1

for 1 mm particles and 2.5 h�1 for 7 mm particles, which are within
the ranges of deposition rate reported by Lai and Nazaroff [26].

In summary, 54 simulation cases, with 9 airflow patterns (3
ventilation strategies and 3 ventilation rates) and 6 different
particle sources (3 source locations and 2 particle sizes), were used
to test if ventilation effectiveness can be used as an indicator of
occupant exposure to indoor particles.

2.3. Result presentation and particulate exposure reduction
parameter

In all simulation cases the source of particles is instantaneous,
emulating a sudden burst from the source. Consequently, the
particle tracking modeling result presents the non-uniform
temporal and spatial concentration in the space that provides
information about the particle cloud distribution through the
space. For each of 54 simulated cases, the normalized particle
concentration (CN) was calculated as the ratio between the mean
concentration of particles in a considered zone and the mean
concentration in the case of perfect mixing. The mean concentra-
tion represents the average spatial values integrated over a period
of 1 h. This integration time period of 1 h was selected to ensure
that particle concentrations in the space decay to a level close to the
concentration that existed prior to the particle burst. For a perfect
mixing condition, the normalized particle concentration (CN) is
equal to 1. Larger CN values (CN > 1) indicate higher concentration
in the considered space zone than the concentration with perfect
mixing, and lower values (CN < 1), lower particle concentration.
This study did not consider scenarios where CN values are too high
or too low due to case-specific circumstances such as a pollutant
source in the vicinity of the kitchen exhaust hood (CN<< 1) or
a pollutant source in a very stagnant zone (CN>> 1).

The normalized particle concentration (CN) can have values from
0 to infinity, whereas ventilation effectiveness (VE) defined by air-
change efficiency ranges from 0 to 2. In addition, a larger VE value
indicates better ventilation performance while CN has the opposite
trend–the smaller the value, the lower the particle concentration.
The discrepancy in the limit values for CN and VE and opposite trend
in the scale pose difficulties in the direct comparison of CN and VE.
Therefore, a novel parameter describing reduction of particles (RP)
in a considered zone was developed as follows:

RP ¼ 2
1þ CN

(2)

Similar to ventilation electiveness, RP ranges from 0 to 2, and for
perfect mixing the value is equal to 1. RP values less than 1 represent
a condition in which the considered zone is more polluted with
a given particle source in the space than with a perfect mixing
condition (CN> 1), whereas an RP value larger than 1 indicates that
the considered zone has less particles (CN< 1) than with perfect
mixing.

Ventilation effectiveness (VE) reflects the distribution of age-of-
air (air freshness) in the considered space compared to the perfect
mixing case, while reduction of particles (RP) indicates a relative



Fig. 3. CFD validation results: Velocity magnitudes at four locations (L1, L2, L3, and L4).
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pollution for a given particle source. VE is only a function of airflow
pattern in a space (geometry and supply air properties), while RP
depends on airflow pattern, particle properties and source position.
The comparison of VE and RP enables the investigation of the
relationship between airflow distribution and exposure to partic-
ulate pollutants considering 1) the whole room and 2) the
breathing plane of sitting occupants. The breathing plane was
defined in accordance to the ASHRAE Standard 62 as the space
volume (box) 0.6 m away from the chamber walls with the height
ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 m above the floor (an average height of
1.1 m) [36].

3. Results and discussion

The study results are organized into three sections: validation of
CFD and particle tracking models, major results for the parametric
analysis, and applicability of ventilation effectiveness as an indi-
cator of exposure to indoor particles.

3.1. Validation of CFD simulations

Fig. 3 shows the CFD validation results comparing the velocity
magnitudes from CFD simulations with those of the experimental
Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental measurements and simula
results. The simulated and measured velocity magnitudes ranged
from 0.02 to 0.10 m/s. The simulated results agree quantitatively with
the measured values to an accuracy of �0.02 m/s; however, some
caution is needed in the interpretation of the results, especially for
velocity magnitudes less than 0.05 m/s, due to the lower measure-
ment accuracy in this velocity range. The validation results show
good agreement between the simulated and measured temperature
fields. Calculated and measured temperatures were compared at
each of the monitoring points. The results were not graphed due to
restrictions in paper length, but the results show that the difference
between calculated and measured temperatures at all 15 monitoring
points was below 0.6 �C.

Fig. 4 presents the distribution of age-of-air at the four moni-
toring positions from both the measurements and simulations.
Fig. 4a indicates that the age-of-air close to the floor (M2 in Fig. 4a)
is relatively small compared to the room’s upper zone (M1 and M3).
This trend is caused by the displacement diffuser that supplied cool
air at the floor level and the upward buoyancy-driven flow that
prevailed in the zone with the heated wall (Fig. 1b). Using equation
(1) and the accuracy of concentration and airflow measurements,
the uncertainty of age-of-air measurements is calculated to be 15%.
The comparison between measured and simulated age-of-air at
characteristic points shows good agreement within the uncertainty
tion results forage-of-air and 3.2 mm particle distribution.
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of the measurements. The results in Fig. 4a suggest that the CFD
simulation is sufficiently accurate to be used in the prediction of
age-of-air distribution in the partitioned indoor space.

Fig. 4b presents measured and simulated particle concentra-
tions. The reported data are time-integrated particle concentra-
tions for the initial 60 min of the decay test normalized with
respect to a perfect mixing concentration. As described in detail in
the methodology section, this normalization enables direct
comparison of the measurements and simulation results on the
same scale. Comparison of age-of-air and particle distribution in
Fig. 4a and b (distribution for positions M1 M2 and M3) also shows
that the 3.2 mm particle concentration variation is spatially analo-
gous to the age-of-air distribution.

Fig. 4b shows that the discrepancy in the concentration between
measurement and simulation results is the largest at M2. At this
point, the biggest gradients of airflow velocity and particles were
observed, and even a small difference in sampling location between
measurement and simulation can result in large differences. The
discrepancy between experimental and simulation results at
sampling point M2 could be also due to the differences in the sizes of
a sampling volumes used in the experiment and the numerical
model. The experimental sampling was at the very small control
volume (1 cm3), while numerical sampling used considerably larger
control volume (625 cm3). To capture the sharp gradient of the
particle concentration a very small sampling control volume is
needed. However, the size of the box is directly proportional to the
cube of the number of particles needed to capture statistically sig-
nificant number of particles in the control volume, (xbox w nparticle

3 ),
and the size of this volume was limited by the total number of
simulated particles and the corresponding computational power.
Since the purpose of the simulations in this study was to evaluate
particle concentration in the considerably larger control volumes
defined by dimensions of room (67 m3) or breathing zone (1.5 m3),
overall validation results suggest that CFD simulation can be used
to predict age-of-air and particle concentration in the space and
breathing plane within reasonable accuracy.

3.2. Parametric analysis

Table 3 lists the basic case parameters used in the parametric
analysis. The variables included the air supply pattern, air exchange
rate, and heating/cooling load. The supply flow rate and the cor-
responding air exchange rate were determined based on heating/
cooling load. The position and area of the supply opening defined
the boundary conditions for the airflow simulation.

With the low-momentum air supply at floor level, the mean air
speed ranged from 2.9 to 6.7 cm/s for the whole room and from 1.8 to
Table 3
Simulation condition.

Air Supply ACH (hr�1) Heating/cooling load a

(W/m2)
Mean air speed (m/

Whole room B

Floor air supply 1.93 20.8 0.029 0
3.86 41.7 0.041 0
7.72 83.3 0.067 0

Ceiling air supply 1.93 20.8 0.064 0
3.86 41.7 0.12 0
7.72 �83.3 0.23 0

All-air heating 1.93 �16.7 a 0.031 0
3.86 �33.3a 0.068 0
7.72 �60.7 a 0.16 0

a þ: cooling, -:heating.
b Data from Novoselac and Srebric [7].
c Data from in Fisk et al. [6].
d Data from Persily et al. [8].
5.4 cm/s for the breathing plane. With the floor supply, the venti-
lation effectiveness is lower within the whole room than within the
breathing plane. This trend is due to the airflow distribution char-
acteristic for displacement ventilation, which causes low values of
mean age-of-air in the breathing plane.

With the ceiling air supply and cooling regime, the air speeds
are the highest among the three air supply patterns, ranging from
6.4 to 23 cm/s. This relatively high air speed generates intensive air
mixing and nearly uniform distribution of age-of-air in the room.
This causes the VE values to be close to 1.

With all-air heating, the mean air speed ranges from 3.1 to 16 cm/s
for the whole room and from 1.5 to 7.9 cm/s for the breathing plane.
In this case, warm air supplied at the ceiling level stays in the upper
part of the space, bypassing the occupied zone. This airflow pattern
causes high values of age-of-air in the breathing plane. Accordingly,
VE values are relatively small (0.59–0.92) compared to those asso-
ciated with floor and ceiling air supply. The small VE suggests that
significant short circuiting can occur with all-air heating systems.

Beside ventilation effectiveness for the cases used in this study,
Table 3 shows the reference values from other studies. The venti-
lation effectiveness for the whole room investigated in this study
are similar to those reported by Fisk et al. [6]. In their study Fisk et al.
[6] measured VE values ranging from 0.69 to 0.91 in nineteen
heating conditions, and VE values ranging from 0.99 to 1.15 in four
cooling tests. Also, the values of ventilation effectiveness for specific
flow used in this study are in the range reported by Fisk et al. [6] and
Novoselac and Srebric [7]. This indicates that the selection
of simulation cases represent those most typical of indoor
environments.

Table 4 shows the normalized concentration (CN) of 1 mm and
7 mm particles for three source locations and nine different airflow
patterns (three characteristic airflows and three airflow rates). For
both particles, CN ranges from 0.04 to 45 for 1 mm particles and
from 0.14 to 72.6 for 7 mm particles. The variation of CN in the
breathing plane (Table 4) suggests that occupants can be exposed to
a wide range of particle concentrations depending on the airflow
pattern, flow rate, particle properties and source position.

When comparing the average and standard deviation of CN
associated with airflow pattern, the variation is the smallest for
cases with ceiling air supply (1.41�0.37) and the largest for cases
with all-air heating (4.5�13.8). It seems that ceiling air supply
leads to intense air mixing in the space, and accordingly particle
concentrations similar to those with the perfect mixing condition.
Conversely, all-air heating has a very small effect on air mixing and
therefore the particle concentration with all-air heating varies
widely depending on the source location and airflow rate. Particle
concentration in the space is also relatively high with all-air heating
s) Ventilation effectiveness (VE) Reference values of VE

reathing plane Whole room Breathing plane Whole room

.018 1.09 1.30 1.1–1.8b

.030 1.07 1.00

.054 1.14 1.66

.064 1.03 1.03 0.9–1.1b

.10 0.96 0.95 0.99–1.15c

.14 0.92 0.88 0.9–1.1d

.015 0.59 0.53 0.68b

0.69–0.91c.037 0.78 0.73
.079 0.92 0.92



Table 4
Normalized average particle concentrations (CN): 1 mm and 7 mm.

Air supply ACH (hr�1) CN for 1 mm CN for 7 mm

Whole room Breathing plane Whole room Breathing plane

S1a S2b S3c S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

Floor air supply 1.93 1.23 1.85 1.87 1.59 0.4 0.09 1.35 3.90 2.07 1.49 2.03 16.9
3.86 1.07 1.37 1.19 1.24 1.78 1.85 1.2 1.2 0.58 2.02 2.9 2.95
7.72 1.12 0.38 1.32 1.41 0.04 8.25 1.19 0.83 2.69 2.00 0.36 10.94

Ceiling air supply 1.93 1.3 1.36 1.4 1.20 1.32 1.44 0.98 0.93 1.09 1.86 2.02 2.16
3.86 1.17 1.10 1.25 1.24 1.13 2.05 1.05 1.05 1.24 1.68 1.52 2.70
7.72 1.29 1.30 1.44 1.21 1.19 1.54 1.28 1.29 1.43 1.5 1.39 1.79

All-air heating 1.93 1.49 1.01 1.8 1.12 0.49 2.86 0.96 2 1.77 0.93 1.95 5.71
3.86 1.24 1.19 3.35 0.74 0.82 45 0.52 1.56 1.59 0.9 1.49 72.6
7.72 1.33 1.1 0.12 1.15 0.91 0.3 0.8 0.97 0.14 1.51 1.69 0.40

a S1: floor source.
b S2: occupant source.
c S3: momentum source.
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compared to those with the other air supplies. For perfect mixing,
CN is equal to 1. The smaller CN represents the larger reduction of
particles in the space. The next section compares reduction of
particles with ventilation effectiveness.

3.2.1. VE and RP values defined for the whole room
Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between ventilation effectives

(VE) and reduction of particles (RP) calculated based on CN for the
whole room (Equation (2)). The figure illustrates the effects on three
parameters: (1) airflow supply pattern, (2) air exchange rate, and (3)
source location. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b present the results for 1 mm and
7 mm, respectively. The ‘x’ axis refers to VE that is only a function of
airflow pattern, and the ‘y’ axis shows values for RP, which also
depends on particle position and properties. For perfect mixing, VE is
equal to 1 and RP is equal to 1. The results in Fig. 5 show that VE for
the whole room varies with the airflow pattern. VE values are 1.0–1.2
for floor supply (round symbols), 0.9–1.0 for ceiling supply (rect-
angular symbols), and 0.5–0.95 for air heating (triangular symbols).

Considering the RP for 1 mm particles defined for the whole room
(Fig. 5a), ventilation with floor supply (round symbols) have lager
RP values and cause smaller exposure than all-air heating (triangle
symbols). With ceiling supply (square symbols) and good mixing
Fig. 5. Ventilation effectiveness vs. Reduction in particle c
(VE w 0.95), the corresponding values of RP are in a narrow range
around 0.9. This result indicates that high VE, associated with floor
supply, leads to the smaller concentration of 1 mm particles in the
space, whereas smaller VE, due to short circuiting, leads to a larger
concentration of small (1 mm) particles in the room. Considering the
effect that the position of particles sources have on RP (differenti-
ated by symbol color), it seems that the overall concentration of
small particles in the space is reduced more effectively with the
source within the thermal plume than with momentum or floor
sources. The results in Fig. 5a show that the change of RP with
different volume flow rates (differentiated by symbol size) is rela-
tively small. This shows that RP, as a normalized parameter that
shows the quality of ventilation with respect to particle removal, has
a low dependency on the airflow rate.

Fig. 5b shows the VE and RP for 7 mm particles, defined for the
whole room. Compared to 1 mm particles, RP values for 7 mm parti-
cles with VE values larger than 1 (Fig. 5) are in the low range. This
indicates that reduction of particles associated with high ventilation
performance is generally more effective for small particles than for
large particles. This is likely due to the large relaxation time of 7 mm
particles compared to 1 mm particles. The results show that in most
analyzed cases with a floor air supply, the retention time of 7 mm is
oncentration for whole room: (a) 1 mm and (b) 7 mm.
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greater than that of the 1 mm particles. In this case, the dominant
upward buoyancy-driven flow has a smaller effect on large particles
with strong gravitational forces than on small particles that are
driven primarily by the air-stream. These results are in good agree-
ment with the study by Zhao and Wu [37], which shows that for air
exchange rates in the range from 2 to 8 h�1, 1 mm particles likely
follow the airflow path, whereas 7 mm particles cannot be treated as
a passive contaminant.

The comparison of Fig. 5a and b shows that RP values for the
7 mm with ceiling supply (VE w 0.95) are much more scattered than
RP values for 1 mm particles. This indicates that sources position of
large particles have a much greater effect on the particle concen-
tration in the space. Note that for the all-air heating cases and very
low VE, RP values are small for both 7 and 1 mm particles. This result
implies that low VE is a good indicator of higher exposure to
particles regardless of particle size.

3.2.2. VE and RP values defined for the breathing plane
Fig. 6 shows VE and RP values defined for the breathing plane of

a sitting person (height ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 m above the floor).
The VE values for the breathing plane are more scattered than those
observed for the whole room shown in Fig. 5. The ranges of VE for
the breathing plane are: 1.2–1.7 for the floor supply (round
symbols), 0.9–1.0 for the ceiling supply (rectangular symbol), and
0.5–0.95 for the air heating supply (triangular symbol). The large
variation of VE for the breathing plane (Fig. 6) indicates much larger
effects of ventilation systems on the air freshness in the breathing
plane than in the whole room. Also, ranges of RP values are much
greater in the breathing plane (Fig. 6) than in the whole room
(Fig. 5). The large variation in RP for the breathing plane implies
that the particle concentration in the breathing plane is very
sensitive to airflow pattern, particle properties and source location.

Fig. 6a shows larger RPs for 1 mm particles with floor supply
(round symbol) than with the other two air distribution systems. It
seems that the floor supply system is more effective for removing
1 mm particles in the breathing plane compared to ceiling distri-
bution systems or air heating systems. The floor supply system
generates stratified airflow where the air moves slowly from the
floor to the ceiling area. This flow pattern can also explain the lower
Fig. 6. Ventilation effectiveness vs. Reduction in particle con
RP values for the floor supply (dark round symbols in Fig. 6a); the
floor particles are driven with the slow stratified flow. Therefore, it
takes a longer time to remove the particles at floor level than those
associated with momentum or thermal plume in the upper part of
the room. The results with a ceiling supply (rectangular symbol in
Fig. 6a) show that RP and VE values are grouped in the center of the
diagram. These results indicate that with good air mixing
(VE w 0.95) particle concentration in the whole space and in the
breathing plane are generally similar. This also means that particle
source position has little effect on the increase/decrease of expo-
sure with airflow distribution system that provides high air mixing.
This result is similar to the result reported by Novoselac and Srebric
[7], which indicates that with mixing airflow, the removal of
gaseous pollutant does not depend on the source location. As for air
heating and low VE values (Fig. 6a), it seems that there is no specific
relationship between VE and RP for 1 mm particles. With the air
heating, RP ranges from 0.04 to 1.6 depending on air exchange rate
and source location. This trend implies that with all-air heating,
particle concentration in the breathing plane significantly varies
with ventilation rate and source location.

Fig. 6b presents results for 7 mm particles. Compared to 1 mm
particles (results in 6a), the results show generally lower ranges of
RPs for 7 mm particles. As in the whole room, the low reduction for
large particles in the breathing plane seems to be caused by long
residency time. The long residence time of 7 mm particles in the
breathing plane results in higher exposure than that associated
with perfect mixing (RP< 1). Also, results in Fig. 6b show that with
floor and air heating supplies (cases with large and small VE,
respectively), there are no specific patterns of RP value distribution.
With these airflow patterns, RP varies with air exchange rate and
source location and the values are scattered all around the diagram.
This large variation indicates that air mixing and source positions
have a much larger effects on exposure to 7 mm particles than the
ventilation effectiveness.

3.2.3. Applicability of ventilation effectiveness for particle exposure
analyses

The ventilation effectiveness (VE) as an indicator of ventilation
performance is often associated with indoor air quality and human
centration for breathing plane: (a) 1 mm and (b) 7 mm.
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exposure to indoor pollutants. Since VE is only a function of airflow
distribution and does not require information on source location or
properties, it is a simple air quality indicator that can be used in
both the building design phase and in on-site application. In this
study of nine characteristic indoor airflow patterns, VE ranged from
0.5 to 1.66, with larger ranges when VE is defined for the breathing
plane than for the whole room. The study results show large vari-
ations in the reduction of particle concentration (RP) values
depending on airflow pattern, air exchange rate and source loca-
tion. The results suggest that the particle concentration in the
breathing plane is more sensitive to local airflow and source loca-
tion when compared to the concentrations within the whole room
space.

High values of VE and RP occur with a stratified flow, when cool
air is supplied at the floor level. This trend seems to be more apparent
with 1 mm particles, but not with 7 mm particles. With the ventilation
system that provides a large mixing with the jet of cool air at the
ceiling level, VE and RP values are similar to those associated with
perfect mixing. In this case, the source location and particle size do
not have a large influence on particle removal. With all-air heating,
RP varies to a large extent with source location and particle size. In
general, for cases with small VE, specific source location and airflow
around pollutant source are deterministic factors for the particle
removal rate.

The phenomenon common to almost all analyzed cases is that
low ventilation effectives (VE< 1) results in low particle exposure
reduction (RP< 1), indicating higher exposure to particulate
matter than with perfect mixing. Also, the distribution of results in
Figs. 5 and 6 for 1 mm particles shows a weak correlation between
VE and RP. This weak correlation does not guarantee that high
ventilation performance (VE> 1) provides high exposure reduc-
tion when compared to perfect mixing. However, it shows that in
general, an increase of ventilation effectiveness results in
a reduction of particulate pollutants in the space and breathing
zone. This trend is apparent for 1 mm particles, but it is not clearly
identified for 7 mm particles, likely due to their larger deviation
from the air-stream.

One limitation of the present study is that the examined rela-
tionship between VE and RP is based on three representative airflow
patterns but only one room size. Future studies with additional cases
that analyze the effects of variation in diffuser geometry, air supply
flow rate, room size, and extra particle source positions including
outdoor sources introduced through the ventilation system may
provide greater insight into the relationship between VE and
particulate exposure. Another limitation is that this study did not
consider particle transformation processes associated with ultrafine
particles (< 100 nm) such as coagulation, evaporation or nucleation.
As ultrafine particles can experience chemical transformation
processes in typical indoor environments [38], future study on
particle distribution in a ventilated room should consider the effects
of coagulation and evaporation.

4. Conclusions

Airflow distribution in an occupied space determines transport
and removal of particulate pollutants. The present study examined
the relationship between ventilation effectiveness and concentra-
tion of particles from indoor sources in typical indoor environ-
ments, while varying: heating/cooling load, ventilation rate, airflow
pattern, particle size and source location. The results show that the
relationship varies mainly with airflow pattern and particle prop-
erties. Small particles follow the airflow pattern more strictly than
larger particles, and the high ventilation effectiveness indicates
better removal of 1 mm particles than 7 mm particles. With large
mixing in the space, particle removal is similar to that associated
with perfect mixing, and particle size and position have a very small
impact on human exposure variation. With large air stagnation
zones in the space and correspondingly low ventilation effective-
ness, the exposure to both 1 mm and 7 mm particles is higher than
with perfect mixing. In this case the concentration in the breathing
zone varies to a large extent with source location and airflow
pattern. Generally, the results show that for small particles an
increase of ventilation effectiveness decreases occupant exposure
to small particles, while for large particles source location and
airflow around a pollutant source are the most important factors
concerning occupant exposure.
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